
GENERAL EDUCATION STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED 
SCIENCE DEGREES 

15 CREDITS 
 
 
 
 
WRITTEN COMMUNICATION (3 CREDITS) 

 
1. Communicate clearly and appropriately to specific audiences in a logical manner 

 
2. Ethically identify, categorize, evaluate and cite multiple resources to produce projects, papers or 

performance 
 

3. Apply standard English in academic and workplace communication to produce substantially error-free 
prose in written form (i.e. follow basic grammar rules and punctuation) 

 
4. Analyze, evaluate and appropriately apply oral and written communication 

 
MATH (3 CREDITS) 

 
1. Interpret and write mathematical explanations using appropriate definitions and symbols 

 
2. Solve various kinds of equations, simplify expressions and apply formulas 

 
3. Ability to compute with or without the use of technology 

 
4. Solves problems within the context of mathematical applications 

 
HUMAN RELATIONS (3 CREDITS) 

 
1. Describe how the socio-cultural context affects behavior and how behavior affects the socio-cultural 

context 
 

2. Identify how individual perspectives and predispositions impact others in social, workplace and global 
settings 

 
COMPUTER LITERACY (3 CREDITS) 

 
1. Demonstrate knowledge of basic computer technology and tools 

 
2. Use software applications to produce, format, analyze and report information to communicate and/or to 

solve problems 
 

3. Use internet tools to effectively acquire desired information 
 

4. Demonstrate the ability to create and use various forms of electronic communication adhering to 
contextually appropriate etiquette 

 
5. Demonstrate the ability to create, name, organize, save and retrieve data and/or information in an 

electronic file management system 



CHOICE OF 3 CREDITS SELECTED FROM: 
 
Social/Behavioral Science 
Science 
Humanities 
Arts 
Communication 
Math 

 
Refer to Associate AA/AS or AAS Outcomes 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
In addition, the remaining student learning outcomes will be addressed within degree/certificate 
programs and will not require additional coursework: 

 
CRITICAL THINKING 

 
1. Identifies and distinguishes elements of ideas and/or practical approaches to problems 

 
2. Distinguish fact from non-factual opinion 

 
3. Evaluates theories logical approaches and protocols to problems 

 
4. Apply appropriate processes to resolve a problem 

 

 
 
 
LIFE SKILLS / TEAMWORK 

 
 

1. The student will, in an external setting (community, co-curricular, workplace, etc), demonstrate a 
positive work ethic and appropriate professional behavior, manage time efficiently, communicate 
effectively and demonstrate the ability to work independently and collaboratively 


